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Recent work has provided explicit formulas for the value function of a pure integer program, 
and for indicator functions for the set of feasible right-hand sides. These formulas are based on 
linear functions, next-higher integer operations, sums, and maxima. In the present paper, we in- 
vestigate possible extensions to mixed-integer programs. 
1. Introduction 
The mixed-integer program is the optimization program with linear constraints, 
and integer and continuous variables: 
inf cx+ dy, 
(MIPb) s.t. Ax+By=b, 
4Y20, x integer. 
The constraint matrices A, B and objective functions c,d will be assumed 
throughout to be fixed and rational. Our primary concern is the value function z(b), 
defined to be the objective function value of the optimal solution to (MIP,), as b 
varies over all rational right-hand-side vectors. * 
Value functions play a crucial role in the duality theory of integer and mixed- 
integer programs studied by Jeroslow [12], Johnson [16], Wolsey [21], and others. 
In [5] we constructed an exact penalty method for MIP based on a Lipschitz pro- 
perty of value functions established in [4]. Properties of value functions have been 
used to decide which problems can be modelled by MIP in work by Meyer [17,18], 
Jeroslow and Lowe [IS]. 
In [2] we obtained a complete characterization of value functions for pure integer 
programs. We showed that every such function has a closed form expression using 
* The work of the second author has been partially supported by NFS grant ECS 8001763. 
’ Most of our results hold in the case when b,c,d are arbitrary reals. However the rationality of A, B 
is crucial to our work. 
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linear functions, addition, maxima, nonnegative multiplication, and ceiling (next 
higher integer) operations. For example the pure integer program 
min 7x,+4x,+33x3, 
s.t. 5x,+3x2+2x3=b,, 
(1.1) 
xl, x2, _“r, L 0 and integer 
has value function z(b,, bz) = max{b, + b,, r+b, - +b,l}. Throughout, we will use 
rX1 = smallest integer 5x. 
{2] also gave a converse: for every z having a closed form as above (we called such 
z Gomory functions due to [7]) there is a pure integer program which has z as a value 
function. 
Our study of value functions led us to consider ‘consistency testers’ - functions 
G(b) which are positive if and only if the program with right-hand-side b has no 
feasible solution. [2] showed that every pure integer program has a consistency 
tester which is a Gomory function. A consistency tester for (1.1) is G(b,, b2) = 
max{bl-5b2,2bz-b,,2b,-7b2+3~-~b,+~bz~,~b,l-b,,~bz~-b2}. A con- 
verse was also established, under suitable conditions. 
This paper studies the extent to which our results regarding integer programs may 
be extended to mixed-integer programs. We show (Section 3) that every MIP has 
a consistency tester which is a Gomory function. Section 4 shows that the converse 
does not hold - there are Gomory functions which are not consistency testers for 
any MIP. This is explored further in Section 5, where several characterizations of 
consistency testers are given. 
The value function results do not generalize. However, we show in Section 6 that 
every value function may be written as the minimum of finitely many Gomory func- 
tions. Section 7 shows that the class of value functions lacks certain desirable closure 
properties. For example, the sum of two value functions is not necessarily a value 
function. In a forthcoming sequel [3] we will show that the closure properties are 
restored if we embed the class of value functions in a class corresponding to a more 
general optimization problem. 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
In this section we present the material which will be needed later in approximately 
the order in which it is needed. 
A. Value functions 
As described in Section 1, if A, B are m x r, m xs rational matrices, CE Q’, 
d E Q’ [Q = the rationals], then A, B, c, d determine a value function z : 0”’ -0 U 
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{ + 00). z(b) is th e objective function value of the optimal solution’ to (MIPb). We 
will assume throughout that z(O)= 0, which implies [2, 191 that z(b)> - CQ for all b. 
z(b) = + 00 means (MIPb) is inconsistent, i.e., has no feasible solutions. Any value 
function which is not finite everywhere can be extended to one which is, as shown 
by the result: 
Theorem 2.1 [4, Theorem 4.61. Let z be the value function determined by A, B, c, d. 
There are A’, B’, c’, d’ such that z’(b) c + w for all b and z’(b) = z(b) if z(b) < + 0~. 
Let L(b) be the objective function value of the linear programming relaxation of 
(MIPb), i.e., deleting the requirement that x be integer. It is well known from para- 
metric linear programming that L(b) is the maximum of finitely many linear func- 
tions. L(b)sz(b) is trivial. 
Theorem 2.2 [4, part II, Corollary 1.31. For any A, B, c, d there is a K such that, for 
all b, either z(b) s L(b) + K or z(b) = co. 
B. Chva’tal and Gomory functions 
In [2] we defined several inductive classes of functions. The Gomory functions 
are the smallest class T of functions such that 
(2.1) If J.EQ”‘, then FE T where F(b) = lb. 
(2.2) If FE T, then GE T where G(b) = rF(b)l = smallest integer rF(b) 
(2.3) If 17 GE 7, then HE T where H(b) = F(b) + G(b). 
(2.4) If FE T, CZEQ, ar0, then HE T where H(b)=crF(b). 
(2.5) If F,GE T, then HE T where H(b)=max{F(b),G(b)}. 
The Chv&al (due to [6]) functions are the smallest class of functions satisfying 
(2.1)-(2.4). 
Proposition 2.3 [2, Proposition 2.181. Z.f F is a Gomory function, there are Chvdtal 
functions, C,, Cz, . . . , C,, such that F(b) = max(C, (b), . . . , C,V(b)). 
The monotone Gomory functions are a subclass of the Gomory functions obrain- 
ed by restricting the 4 in (5.1) to have all components nonnegative. 
C. Integer programs and Gomory functions 
As in the introduction, if A is an m xr rational matrix and cgQr we have, for 
each b E Q’” the integer program 
’ The existence of an optimal solution to (MIP,) is a non-trivial result due to Meyer [Is], see also [Z. 
Theorem 4.61. 
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inf cx, 
(Ipb) s.t. Ax=b, 
xro, x integer. 
Here z(b) is the value of the optimal solution to (IPb). 
Theorem 2.4 [2, Theorems 5.1, 5.21. For any A, c ifz(0) = 0 there are Gomory func- 
tions F,G such that 
(i) (IPb) is consistent iff G(b)(O. 
(ii) If G(b)<O, then F(b) = z(b). 
A function satisfying (i) is called a consistency tester for (IPb). The proof of 
Theorem 2.4 is constructive. 
Theorem 2.5 [2, Theorem 3.131. Let F, G be Gomoryfunctionsandsuppose G(b)>0 
if b is not an integer vector. Then there are A,c such that (i) and (ii) hold.3 
Monotone Gomory functions are the appropriate class for the study of integer 
programs in inequality form: 
inf cx, 
(IIPb) s.t. Axrb, 
x20, x integer. 
Theorem 2.6 [2, Theorems 5.15, 5.161. For any A, c if r(O) =0 there are monotone 
Gomory functions F, G such that (i) and (ii) hold. 
3. Consistency testers are Gomory functions 
We shall say that a function G is a consistency tester for (MIPb) if, for all right- 
hand-sides b E Q”‘, 
(3.1) G(b)<0 w (MIP,) is consistent. 
The Gomory functions were developed in connection with pure integer programs 
(the case s=O in (MIP,) of no continuous variables). Nevertheless, this class of 
functions is adequate to account for the consistency testers for all mixed-integer pro- 
grams (MIP,), as we show in this SeCtiOn. 
3 We will discusss the constructive aspects of 2.5 in a forthcoming paper. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let C be a rational matrix. There exist finitely man-v rational vectors 
8’ , . . . , 0’ such that, for all v, 
(3.2) Curv is consistent b 0’050 for i= 1, . . . . t. 
Proof. This result is well known. In fact, the 8’ can be taken to be the extreme rays 
of the rational polyhedral cone {6’? 0 1 K’= 0). I, 
Our next result is related to Benders decomposition [I]. 
Theorem 3.2. The consistency tester for (MIP,) is a Gomory function. 
Moreover, ifd = 0 in the criterion function cx+ d,v of (MIPh), the value frrnction 
of (MIP6) is a Gomory function on its domain of definition. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.1, there are rational vectors B’, . . . ,8’ such that 
(3.3) By=u, yr0 is consistent e 19’u10 for i= 1, . . . . t. 
By (3.3), (MIP,) is consistent if and only if there is some integer vector xr0 with 
(3.4) D(b -Ax) I 0 
where D = [B’] (rows). 
Let A’ be the rational matrix whose rows are B’A for i= 1, . . . , t. By Theorem 2.6 
there is a monotone Gomory function F with, for all w E R’, 
(3.5) F(w)sO 0 A’xr w, xr0 and integer, has a solution. 
Let G(b) be the function obtained from F by substituting, for the variable wi of F, 
the linear form B’b. Thus, if F(w)=F(rv,, . . . . w,), we have 
(3.6) G(b) = F(B’b, . . . , B’b). 
Since F is a monotone Gomory function, G is a Gomory function. 
We have 
(3.7) G(b)50 d F(B’b,...,B’b)~O 
ti A’xzDb, XLO integer, has a solution 
o D(b - Ax) 5 0, xh 0 integer, has a solution 
b Ax+ By=b; x, ~20; x integer, has a solution. 
Thus, G is a consistency tester for (MIPb). 
Now suppose that d=O in the criterion function cx+dy of (MIP,). By Theorem 
2.6 there is a monotone Gomory function H(w) which provides the value of the pure 
integer program inf{c,u/ A’xr w, x=0 and integer} wherever that integer program 
is consistent. As we have seen, for w of the form w = Db, the latter integer program 
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is consistent precisely if (\lIPb) is consistent. Moreover, for any solution x to this 
pure integer program with w = Db, the criterion value cx = cs+ Oy is also a possible 
criterion value for (>lIPh), and vice-versa. Hence the optimal value of (klIP,) and 
inf{ c.v 1 A’x 2 Db, x 10 and integer} is the same. As H is a monotone Gomory func- 
tion, K(b) =H(Db) is a Gomory function uhich is also the value function of 
(MIP& 0 
Finally, we show that the epigraph of a value function can be identified by a 
Gomory function. 
Corollary 3.3. Let z(b) be the value function of (MIP,). Then there is a Gomory 
function G(z, b) such that 
(3.8) G(;b)lO 0 z>;(b). 
In particular, z(b) is the smallest value of z satisfying G(z, b) s 0. 
Proof. z rz(b) if and only if the following mixed integer constraint set is consistent. 
(3.9) cx+dy<z, Ax+By=b; x,y20, x integer. 
The result is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2. The ‘in particular’ 
also follows at once. Z 
4. Not every Gomory function is a consistency tester 
Simple examples show that the converse to Theorem 3.2 fails. 
Example 4.1. Let g(cr) = [uJ + r-2ol. g(a) > 0 for a close to zero. Hence, if g were 
a consistency tester it would have to be for an (MIP,) with no continuous 
variables. Since g(a) s 0 for a z 1, we would have to have all a B 1 feasible as a right- 
hand-side, which is impossible. 
Note that [al and I--Zal are consistency testers, so the consistency testers are 
not closed under addition. Our next example shows they are not closed under 
maxima either. 
Example 4.2. Let h,(a,,B)= [al + r-al, h2(a,j3)=max{-P,/?-a}. h, is the con- 
sistency tester for an MIP with integer columns (l,O); (- 1,0) and continuous col- 
umns (41); (0, - 1). h2 is the consistency tester for an MIP with continuous col- 
umns (1,O); (1,l). The function g = max{ h,, h2} has g(a, p) >O for a11 (a, p) close to 
the origin. Hence, as in Example 4.1, g cannot be the consistency tester for an MIP 
with continuous columns. But g(1, j?)lO for Olpl 1, so at least one continuous 
column is necessary. 
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5. Which Comory functions are consistency testers? 
The previous two sections have shown that the set of consistency testers is a pro- 
per subset of the set of Gomory functions. Here we consider this problem: suppose 
we are given a formula defining a Gomory function G. How do we decide whether 
there exist A, B such that C(o) is the consistency tester for (YIP,)? 
A constructive procedure for this problem is given. Unfortunately, the steps are 
complicated. Later sections of this paper are independent of this one. 
Lemmas 5.1-5.3 are technical. Their purpose is to justify the consideration only 
of functions G satisfying the conditions (5.1)-(5.3). This rules out certain ‘degener- 
ate’ G which are determined by projections of u onto a proper subspace of the 
domain. It is probably best to assume (5.1)-(5.3) hold and start with Theorem 5.4 
on a first reading. 
Theorem 5.4 shows that we can easily describe a B such that, if C is a consistency 
tester, it must be a consistency tester for an MIP which has B as its set of continuous 
columns. Once the set of continuous columns is known, the remaining task is to 
determine whether there exists a suitable set of integer columns. 
Example 5.5, Definition 5.6, and Lemma 5.7 are simple and crucial. The maximal 
vectors are a collection of u defined in terms of G which (by Lemma 5.7) must be 
expressed using only the integer columns of our proposed MIP. This implies that 
the collection of maximal vectors must be a set of isolated points, which is the in- 
tuitive content of Lemma 5.11. 
Lemmas 5.12-5.18 are technical. Their main purpose is to construct integers 
D,, Q such that (i) if G is a consistency tester, the entries of A can be written using 
denominator D, (ii) if G is not a consistency tester, then ‘something goes wrong’ 
for a u which has all components with denominator Dz. 
Theorem 5.19 uses the technical work to prove that Example 5.5 shows the only 
way in which G may fail to be a consistency tester - if the maximal vectors are a 
set of isolated points, then G is a consistency tester. Finally Theorem 5.21 and the 
subsequent discussion show how the condition of Theorem 5.19 can be converted 
into a finitely-terminating procedure. 
Lemma 5.1. Given a Chva’talfunction C:Rk*R. There are L”,i,‘,...,A.V~Qk, a 
natural number D, and a monotone Chvciral function E : R”-R such that: 
(i) For ail DE R”, C(u)=~ou+E(r2ul, . . . . pq). 
(ii) E(e,)> 0, 1 si<N where ei is the ith unit vector. 
(iii) For all u, E(rA’u1, . . . . rA%l) may be written as a rational number with 
denominator D. 
Proof. Our argument is by induction on the formation of C. If C is linear we may 
take N= D = 1, E to be the identity, ,I, = 0, and ,Iou = C(u). If C= (K/M)C, , where 
K,M are natural numbers and C, is a Chvatal function, the induction hypothesis 
implies that there are A’, , D,, EI such that (i)-(iii) hold. We take D=MDI; A’= 
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(K/M)E.~; and E = (K/M)E, . 
Similarly, if C=C,+C: we take 1V=N,+N2, E(a ,,..., cqv)=EI(a ,,..., a\-.,)+ 
E2(aIV, + , , . . . , a,V); D=D,D:; A’=Ay+Li; >.‘=A’,, I-ci(N,; A’=Ai-.VI, N,+l< 
ilN. 
If C=[C,l; A”=O, D=l; N=N,+l; A’=A’,, lsilN,; A”=D,Ay; and 
0 i, . . ..a.\)= rEt(at, . . . . a,Y_ t) + (l/D,)a,\l. This completes the induction. 3 
Lemma 5.2. Let H: R” -R be a Gomory function. There are A’, . . . , A,“E Q” and a 
monotone Gomory ftrnction F : R.“+ R such that 
(5.1) G(u)=F(rA’ul,..., rA?~l,iO iff H(u)<O. 
(5.2) F(e;)>O, 1 Si<N. 
Proof. Recall from Proposition 2.3 that there are Chvatal functions C,, . . . , C,, 
such that H(~)=max,,~,,~, C,(U). Next apply Lemma 5.1 to each Cj to obtain Ai, 
1risNj and Ej such that Cj(u)=~~u+Ej(r~~ul,....r~,~ul). With Dj as in 
Lemma 5.1 above note that 
B,(u)=& [DjAyul +E,(rAjul, lri(Nj)rO iff Cj(u)lO. 
J 
It is simple to choose F,A’ so that G(u)=max 1 sJs,+, B,(U). (5.2) follows from 
Lemma S.l(ii) above. q 
Lemma 5.3. Let G be given by (5.1). Let T= {u / I’o =O, 1 SisN), Assume T is 
non-trivial. Let 8’ , . . . , BL be a basis for T. Then G is a consistency tester if and only 
if J(u)=max{G(u); [Sit& 1 SilL; r(- C #)ul} is a consistency tester. 
Proof. Recall from linear algebra that for every u there is a unique representation 
u=ut+u2 where o,ETand tIiu2=0, 15isL. 
Suppose there are A, B such that J(b) I 0 iff (MIPJ has feasible solutions. Form 
a new MIP by adding columns 0’, . . . , dL, (- C 0’) to B. If b is feasible for the new 
MIP there is a b’ such that b - b’E T and J(b’) I 0, hence G(b) = G(b’) 5 J(b’) s 0. 
If G(b) s 0, then b = b, + b2 as above. 6, E 7 implies G(b,) = G(b), hence J(b?) = 0, 
b2 is feasible for the original MIP, hence b is feasible for the new MIP. Thus, G 
is a consistency tester for the new MIP. 
Conversely, suppose that G is a consistency tester and that A, B define the ap- 
propriate MIP for G. To form the appropriate MIP for J take each column u of 
A or B, decompose u = ul + u2 as above and replace u by oz. J(b) ~0 implies 
G(b)5 0 and 8’b = 0, 15 is L. If b = 6, + b2 is feasible for the MIP for G, then b2 
is feasible for the MIP for J, because the map from b to b2 is linear. f?‘b=O, 
1 I ir L implies 6, =O, hence b = b,. If b is feasible for the MIP for J, then there 
is a b’ feasible to the MIP for G with b - b’E T. Since all columns u of the MIP for 
J satisfy B’u = 0, b feasible implies J(b) = max{ G(b), 0) = max{ G(b’), 0) = 0. c1 
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From this point onwards, we confine our attention to those Gomory functions G 
satisfying (5.1), (5.2), and 
(5.3) I’o=O, 1SilN implies o=O. 
If we are given a formula for an arbitrary Gomory function H, Lemma 5.2 
enables us to consruct a Gomory function G satisfying (5.1) and (5.2) which is a 
consistency tester iff H is. If G does not satisfy (5.3). then the function J 
constructed in Lemma 5.3 does, and is a consistency tester if and only if G is. Thus 
a procedure for determining whether a Gomory function satisfying (5.1)-(5.3) is a 
consistency tester suffices to solve the original problem. 
Theorem 5.4. Let G satisfy (5.1)-(5.3). If G is a consistency tester, then G is a con- 
sistency tester for an (MIP) in which the columns of B are the extreme rays of the 
cone C={o~~‘u~O,1 ci<N}. 
Proof. Note that (5.3) implies C is a pointed cone and standard results of convexity 
theory imply that every member of C is a nonnegative linear combination of the ex- 
treme rays of C. 
If A, B is an MIP corresponding to G and w is a column of B, then we claim 
WE C. If WQ C, then for some cx>O r1’(aw)lzO, 1 si<N and rA/‘(cyw)] = 1 for at 
least one j. G(ow)>F(ej) by the monotonicity of F and F(ej)>O by (5.2). If w is 
a column of B we must haveC(crw) I 0 for all positive (Y, so our claim is established. 
Further, if w E C G(w) (F(O) = 0 so all members of C must be feasible for the MIP. 
From these two results we conclude that the MIP obtained by replacing B by the 
matrix of extreme rays of C has the same feasible set, hence also has G as a con- 
sistency tester. 0 
An example illustrates a subtle way in which a function may fail to be a con- 
sistency tester. It motivates our subsequent analysis. 
Example 5.5. Let G((Y,, a*) = [a, + a21 + [a1 - u21 + ral - 2~~1. G satisfies (5.1)- 
(5.3) hence we may apply Theorem 5.4. The extreme rays of C are w1 = (- 1, l), ~2 = 
(-2,-l). For l<a,<1.5, G(cr,,l+cz,)=O. Forsmallc>O, G((cxt,l+cr,)-cw,)>O, 
i= 1,2. If G were a consistency tester for an MIP in which the columns of B are 
wI, wl, then ((rt, 1 + a,) must be a feasible right-hand side. Moreover, the MIP 
would have to have a feasible solution with y, =y2=0. because otherwise 
((r,, 1 + a,) - EW; would be feasible for some E > 0. However, the integrality require- 
ment on the x variables implies there must be infinitely many czI such that no suit- 
able feasible solution exists. Hence, G cannot be a consistency tester. 
We shall show that Example 5.5 represents the typical way in which a function 
fails to be a consistency tester. Theorem 5.4 enables us to explicitly identify the 
columns of the B-matrix. The set of points which are integer combinations of the 
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A-matrix columns is discrete. If a line segment (in this example the open segment 
with end points (1,2) and (I .5,2.5)) can be identified such that each point of the seg- 
ment would have to be an integer combination of A-columns, then the function can- 
not be a consistency tester. 
Definition 5.6. Let G be a specified Gomory function in the form (5.1). IJ is defined 
to be a maximal vector if and only if: (i) G(u)lO, and (ii) whenever G(w) 10 and 
A’wrA’u for IsisN, then w=u. 
Lemma 5.7. Lef G satisfy (5.1)-(5.3). If G is Q consistency tesrer for (1lIP) and b 
is a maximal vector, then for some integer x10, Ax= b. 
Proof. Since G(b) I 0 there are x, yr 0, x integer with Ax+ By = b. By Theorem 5.4 
we may assume that if w is a column of B, 1’w<O, 1 =isN. If y#O, then there 
is Oly’ry such that b-By’+b. Since Ax+B((y-y’)=b-By’, G(b-By’)<O. 
Since y’rO implies &(b - By’)zAib, this contradicts property (ii) of maximal 
vectors. 0 
Definition 5.8. For G of the form (5.1) let 
(5.4) J,={wtrA’WbrA’ol, r-A’wl=r-A.%], 1lisN). 
Proposition 5.9. If w E J,, then G(u) = G(w). 
Lemma 5.10. If v is maximal and w E J,, then w is maximal. 
Proof. Property (i) holds for w by Proposition 5.9. If property (ii) fails, we have 
w’#w with A’w’zA’w and G(w’)sO. For some a>0 we have u’=u+u(w’-w) 
such that rAkq 5 rAiwq. 1 5 is N. Monotonicity of F implies G(u’) 5 G(w’) s 0, 
which contradicts the maximality of u. 0 
Lemma 5.11. If G satisfying (5.1)-(5.3) is a consistency tester, then for every maxi- 
mal vector v, J, = { JJ}. 
Proof. If WEJ, and wfu, then every vector aw+(l -ar)o, Orarsl is in J,, hence 
is a maximal vector by Lemma 5.10. If G were a consistency tester, then Lemma 
5.7 would imply that every convex combination of w and u would be an integer 
linear combination of the columns of A, which is impossible. El 
We shall establish the converse to Lemma 5.11 later. First, we examine the con- 
ditions under which J, = {u}. 
Lemma 5.12. Let G satisfy (5.1)-(5.3). J,= {u> if and only if 1.‘~ is integer for a 
linearly independent subset of size k from { 1. ‘, . . . ,A ,“}. 
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Proof. Recall that the 1’~ Q” and that (5.3) implies the set of all A’ has dimension 
k. The ‘if’ direction follows immediately from the definition of J, since the condi- 
tion given implies that any member WE 1, would have to solve a non-singular 
system of k equations in k unknowns. 
Conversely if .I, = {u> let S= {i / A’u is integer}. It must be the case that A’w = 0 
for all in S implies w=O (otherwise u +crw~J, for small (w). The conclusion 
follows by linear algebra. cl 
For technical reasons we need to establish the ways in which denominators of 
members of J, depend on the A’. 
Lemma 5.13. For every v E R”, J, contains a rational member. 
Proof. For 1 I is A’, choose rational (Yi, pi as follows: if 1’~ is integer (Ti =fii = A’o; 
otherwise -r-A%1 <piI~‘OSrWi< [A’IJ~. Q= { WlpiSA'WScXiy 1 s~sN}. QCJ, 
is a non-empty (u E Q) polytope with rational defining inequalities, hence it has a 
rational member. Zl 
Proposition 5.14, Let M be an integer such that ML’ is an integer vector, 15 is N. 
Then for all v, J, + .bfc, = J, + Mej, 15 j 5 k, (recall ej = jth unit vector). 
Proof. J, T .Lte, - - {WI rhq = piul + MAiej; r4iwl = r41 -M,4’ej, I SisN} = 
{wJw-MejEJ,}. a 
Lemma 5.15. There is a finite PC Qk such that, for any w, there is a u E P for 
which J,, = J, + u for some integer vector u. 
Proof. By using Proposition 5.14, we can find u, u such that J,,.=J,+ u where 
0 I u 5 Mand u is an integer vector. For u in a bounded region of space, only finitely 
many sets J, occur. By Lemma 5.13 each of these sets has a rational member, 
which we may choose for P. Cl 
Corollary 5.16. There are natural numbers D,, D, such that 
(9 /f J,= {u>, h t en every component of v is a rational with denominator D,. 
(ii) If J, f (u}, then there is a w E J, all of whose components are rationals with 
denominator Dz such that at least one component cannot be written as a rational 
with denominator D, . 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from 5.15. To establish (ii) note that if J, is not a 
singleton, then the rational polytope Q defined in 5.13 is not a singleton, hence it 
has a rational member whose components do not all have denominator D,. By 
5.15, we may take Dz to be the least common multiple of the denominators arising 
from those J,, u E P that are not singletons. El 
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Lemma 5.17. Let F : R-’ -, R be a Gomory function, w E R’V. If F(w) + F( - w) > 0, 
then for every u E R.V and L there is a natural number M such that F(u + Mw) + 
MF(-w)zF(u)+L. 
Proof. We argue by induction on F. If F is linear, F(w) + F( - w) = 0 and the conclu- 
sion holds vacuously. If F=aF,, a>O, then by induction hypothesis there is an M 
such that F, (u + Mw) + MF, (- w) r F, (u) + L/o and the conclusion follows. 
If F= FI + Fl we may assume F,(w) + F,(- w) >O. By induction hypothesis there 
is an M such that F, (u + Mw) + MF, (- w) I F1 (u) + L. Since Gomory functions are 
subadditive F2(u + Mw) + MF,(- w) e F*(u), and we obtain the conclusion by add- 
ing the two inequalities. 
If F=rF,l and F,(w)+F,(-w)sO, then subadditivity implies F,(u+Mw)= 
F,(u)+MF,(w) for all integer M. Since F(w)+F(-w)>O, F,(w)= -F,(-w) is not 
integer. Choose M so that MF,(w)+Mr-F,(w)1 rL+ 1. Then 
F(~+Mw)=rF~(u)+MF,(w)lrrF,(u)+L+l-MrF,(-W)ll 
=rFI(u)+L+ll-MF(-w)?F(u)+L-MF(-w). 
If FI (w) + FI (- w) > 0, then we may apply the induction hypothesis to F, and obtain 
M such that F,(u+Mw)+MF,(-w)rF,(u)+ L + 1 and the conclusion follows. 
If F=max{F’, F2} and F,(w)+ F,(-w)>O, then the induction hypothesis implies 
thereisanMsuchthatF,(u+Mw)+MF,(-w)rF(u)+L.SinceF1F,, theconclu- 
sion follows. The remaining case is F,(w) + F, (- w) = F2(w) + Fz(- w) = 0. In this 
case F;(u+Mw)=Fi(u)+MFj(w), i= 1,2. We may assume F(w)=F,(w) and 
F(-w)=Fz(-w). Choose M so that M(F(w)+F(-w))zL+F(u)-F,(u) and the 
conclusion follows. El 
Lemma 5.18. Let G satisfy (5.1)-(5.3), G(u)lO. Let T,= (w]A’w~A’u, 1 cilN}. 
There is a WE T, which is a maximal vector (Definition 5.6). 
Proof. Let u =(A’u ,...,A”u). For 1~j~N either F(ej)+F(--ej)=O or F(ej)+ 
F(-ej)>O by subadditivity. In the first case F(u +Nej) = F(u) +NF(e;). In 
the second case, we may apply Lemma 5.17. In either case, there is a natural 
number Mj such that F(u +Mjej) >O. Let M= max Mj. Using the monotoni- 
city of F, we conclude that if WET, and G(w)<O, then A’wIA’u+M. By (5.3) 
{w~A’o-c~‘w~A’u+M} is compact. Hence there is a w’ E T, such that: (i) 
G(u~‘)<0, (ii) if WET, and G(w)sO, then E.‘wlA’w’. 
For 2sjrN we obtain WHET, such that (i) G(wj)lO, (ii) %‘wJ=Aiwi-‘, 
1 lisj- 1, (iii) if WET, satisfies (i) and (ii), then Ajw5A.j~~. w” is the desired 
maximal vector. ,z 
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Theorem 5.19. Let G satisfy (5. I)-(5.3). Then G is a consistency tester if and only 
if J, = {v} for every maximal vector v. 
Proof. We established the ‘only if’ part of the result in Lemma 5.11. If J, = {v} for 
every maximal u we construct matrices A, B to form the appropriate (MIP). The 
columns of B consist of the extreme rays of the cone { w/A’wsO, 1 ~isN). TO 
construct A we consider the function G’: R”-R defined by 
G’(b , ,..., bk)=max{rbil-b,,lrilk;G(b,/D ,,..., bk/D1)}, 
where D, is given by Corollary 5.16. G’(b)<0 iff b is an integer vector and 
G(b/D,)IO. By Theorem 2.5 a matrix A’ can be constructed such that G’(b)50 iff 
b is a non-negative integer combination of columns of A’. The columns of A consist 
of the columns of A’ divided by D,. If G(b)sO and all components of b have 
denominator D,, then b is a non-negative integer combination of columns of A. In 
particular, Corollary 5.16 implies that every maximal vector is such a combination. 
For any b, if G(b)sO, Lemma 5.18 implies there is a maximal vector u such that 
A’(b- u)sO. Since b - u is a non-negative linear combination of columns of B, we 
have a feasible solution to (MIP,). 0 
Lemma 5.20. If v is a maximal vector and v = C LY; w, where czi are natural numbers 
and G( Wi) I 0, then the Wi are maximal vectors. 
Proof. If some Wj is not maximal, then there is W;fWj with A’WjZl’Wj and 
G( wj’) 10. But subadditivity would imply G(u - Clj I$;- + ~j w,!) 10, which would con- 
tradict the maximality of o. q 
Theorem 5.21. Let G satisfy (5.1)-(5.3), and let Dz be as in Corollary 5.16. Sup- 
pose that w,, . . . . wL are such that for every b whose components are rationals with 
denominator Dz, G(b)50 iff b is a non-negative integer combination of the wi. 
Then G is a consistency tester iff every Wi which is a maximal vector satisfies 
Jw,= {Wi>- 
Proof. If G is a consistency tester, we may apply Lemma 5.11. If G is not a con- 
sistency tester, then Theorem 5.19 implies there is a maximal u for which J, # {o}. 
By Corollary 5.16 and lemma 5.10 we may assume every component of u is a 
rational with denominator D2, and that at least one component is not a rational 
with denominator D,. By hypothesis, u is a non-negative integer combination of 
wi, which are maximal by 5.19. At least one maximal Wj does not have all its com- 
ponents with denominator DI. By Corollary 5.16, J, # { wj}. 0 
Theorem 5.21 gives us our procedure for deciding whether or not a given G is a 
consistency tester. As described previously, G is modified so that (5.1)-(5.3) are 
satisfied. Then D2 is calculated. using Theorem 2.5 we construct the appropriate set 
of w;. For each Wi, it can be determined if it is a maximal vector and if J, = { Wi}. 
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6. Every MIP value function is a minimum of finitely many Gomory functions 
Our result for this section is 
Theorem 6.1. Given A, B,c,d there are Gomory functions F,, . . . , FL such that, for 
all b for which (MIPb) is feasible, z(b)=min{F’,(b), .. ..FL(b)}. 
We will show in Section 7 that various strengthenings of this result fail. In par- 
ticular we cannot assume f. = 1. 
Proof4. This is an application of Benders decomposition [l] and Theorem 2.4. Let 
T be the collection of matrices E whose columns consist of a maximal linearly in- 
dependent subset of the columns of B. For each E E T we have the pure integer pro- 
gram with inequality constraints 
min cX+ dE-‘(b- Ax), 
(6. lE) s.t. -E-‘Axr -E-lb, 
x20 and integer. 
Let zE(b) be the optimal solution value if (6.1,) is feasible, + CO otherwise. It is 
well known that z(b) = minEE r zE(b). By Theorem 2.6, there are monotone Gomory 
functions FE,GE such that (i) if (6.1,) is feasible, then FE(-E-‘b)=zE(b) and 
GE(-E-‘b)=O, (ii) if (6.1E) is not feasible, then G,(-E-lb)? 1. Let L(b) be the 
optimal solution value to the linear programming relaxation of (MIPb). Recall from 
Theorem 2.2 that L is a Gomory function and that, for all feasible b, L(b)sz(b)s 
L(b) + K. The function HE(b) = max{F&-E-lb), L(b) + KG&-E-lb)} is a Gomory 
function such that (i) if (6.1E) is feasible, then HE(b) = zE(b), (ii) if (6. lE) is not 
feasible, then H,(b) 2 L(b) + K 2 z(b). Thus we obtain z(b) = IMin,, r HE(b) if 
(MIPb) is feasible. 0 
It is easy to see that the converse to Theorem 6.1 fails. For example, min{,u, -x} 
is not subadditive, hence cannot be a value function. 
7. Some examples involving value functions 
We will say that a real-valued F is a value function if there are A, B such that 
F(b) = z(b) for all 6. We will only consider MIP which are feasible for all right-hand- 
sides, appealing to Theorem 2.1 to justify this restriction. 
Example 7.1. The MIP with one constraint 
’ This proof uses simplifications suggested by the referee. 
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min k~+;, 
s.t. X-y+ w-2=b, 
s, y integer; X, y, w, Z Z 0 
has value function z(b) = min{ rbl - 6, r-61 + 6). 
The following two results show z is not a Gomory function. 
Lemma 1.2. If a Chvdtal function is continuous at the origin it is linear. 
Proof. We argue by induction on the formation off. If f is linear, we are done. 
If f=cxg (a>O) f is continuous at the origin only if g is. By induction hypothesis, 
g continuous at origin implies g linear, hence f is linear. 
It is easy to show that Chvatal functions are zero at the origin and lower semicon- 
tinuous. If f = [g-j is continuous at the origin g(b) must be non-positive for all b 
close to the origin. This implies g must be continuous at the origin. By induction, 
this means g is linear. If rgl is continuous and g is linear, then g must be the 
constant mapping, hence f is also. 
If f =gl +g2 is continuous at the origin, the semicontinuity of g,,g2 implies they 
are both continuous at the origin. By induction g, and g2 are linear, hence f is 
linear. 0 
Corollary 7.3. If a Gomory function is continuous at the origin, it is a maximum 
of finitely many linear functions. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, a Gomory function is the maximum of finitely many 
Chvatal functions. Since the Chvatal function are all lower semicontinuous and 
have value zero at the origin, they must be continuous, hence linear. 1 
Thus there are value functions which are not Gomory functions. It is also easy 
to construct Gomory functions that are not value functions. 
Example 7.4. j-a] + r- 1 cr is not a value function. Since we want (MIPb) to be 
feasible for all b, B must have at least one continuous column. But if b is such a col- 
umn then the value of the optimal solution to (MIP& would have to be less than 
one for small positive E. Since ra1 + r-Q1 = 1 for u c!ose to zero, it cannot be a 
value function. 
Example 7.5. Max{ ru1, [-al} is not a value function for the same reason as 
Example 7.4. 
It is easy to show that rQ1 and r-al are value functions. hence the collection 
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of MIP value functions is not closed under addition or taking maxima. 
These desirable closure properties are preserved if we generalize to functions z(b) 
corresponding to optimal solutions to a ‘premultiplied’ MIP 
min c,V+ dy, 
s.t. Ax+ By = Cu, 
x,yzo; x integer. 
Unlike the results for MIP, we have obtained complete characterizations for pre- 
multiplied value functions in the spirit of Theorems 2.3, 2.4. The details will appear 
in a sequel [3]. 
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